Kawasaki 440 invader

Our objective was to re-build the sled to be clean and solid. And to be as close to the TOC sleds
as we could get. We have admired the Kawasaki Tournament of Champions sleds and paint
schemes and decided to restore one of our sleds as a Tournament of Champions tribute sled.
Most unique for this year model was the suspension. We incorporated an updated suspension
to improve the ride. We also fabricated our own black windscreen. I guess what I am most proud
of is the fact that after 38 years we have a sled that actually starts easily, runs well, and looks
decent. I also appreciate the graphics that my friend Chris Lewis of Lewis signs created. Love it!
Nice to see the classics restored. Timeless style. It is great to see old machines of any kind be
restored and if a betterment, upgrade or mods are added I am all for it. Thank you. I neglected to
mention that I am grateful to my wife for cheerfully tolerating this project, to Dennis Kirk for
stocking so many great engine and driveline parts for these vintage sleds, and to my friends at
KawasakiTrax. It IS amazing she tolerates youâ€¦. First, the color is vibrant and cheerful. I
applaud your sense of creativity. The sled looks awesome. I love the green color, Mark did
fantastic restore. Just think if Kawasaki would of stayed in the snowmobile business and had
people like Mark designing there sleds. These sleds were well head of there time. Wow, what an
amazing job! This one with the green paint really stands out. While it is not a true TOC clone, it
does do a very good job of capturing the spirit of those sleds. And, I really love some of the
detail â€” the green on the radiator housing and primary are a nice touch. This is a great sled.
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Welcome to KawasakiTrax. King of the road. It is that image that Kawasaki wants to transfer to
the snow as the powerful Japanese conglomerate becomes the first major company to enter the
snowmobile market since John Deere unveiled the JDX-8 in Simply put, the Invader has power
and performance. Of the 14 sleds tested this year, the Invader outscored the closest
competition by. By way of comparison with the past, the Invader was over 2 seconds faster than
any model sled that we tested a year ago. Thus, our statement about the Invader and
acceleration should stand the test of trail and lake this winter. One other word of explanation.
Do not confuse acceleration with top speed. We did not take top speed read-outs this year.
Results of our acceleration tests would indicate, however, that picking the fastest sled, in terms
of top speed, is going to be a horse race. One hint. In your impromptu races on the Invader, get
your competition to race from a standing start. The Invader is extremely well engineered and as
a consumer sled is filled with quality features. The engine is not plate mounted to the bottom of
the frame, but side mounted using rubber torsion biscuits on the left side while on the right side
a plate goes right through the magneto cover and crankcase to bolt the engine in place.
Normally, engines are mounted to the bottom of the frame and compression biscuits are used.
The rubber torsion mounted biscuits mean that the torsion twisted mounts will continually work
to repel any force that moves or vibrates the engine. In practice, this means that the engine
vibration will be reduced at both idle and operating speeds. Since the rubber torsion mount
greatly restricts engine movement, engine alignment problems are nearly non-existent. This
side mount also means that the engine can be placed right down at the bottom of the pan for an
extremely low center of gravity. Gearing is The single tuned exhaust is a three stage cone,
developed in racing that provides for a broader power band due to its multi-stage design. Due to
the tuned exhaust the torque peak of the drive system is about to rpm below full throttle
according to Kawasaki engineers. The exhaust is also rubber mounted which reduces
vibrations felt through the engine compartment from the exhaust. Oil injection: With the
introduction of the Invader, Kawasaki becomes the second snowmobile company to offer oil
injection as a standard feature. Oil injection allows a variable ratio that feeds the engine oil as it

is needed. For example, at idle the gas to oil ratio is to 1 and at three-fourths throttle, the ratio
drops to 25 to 1. Liquid cooling: The Kawasaki method of cooling that engine with water is
similar to that used by John Deere and Arctic in the sense that both a radiator and heat
exchanger are utilized. The radiator is small, weighing only 2. The radiator features cross flow.
Similar to the radiators on autos, cross flow simply means that water is channeled across the
radiator instead of the conventional up and down, for a better cooling effect. Fins of the radiator
are made of a copper alloy and both the tubes and very fine or thin material core are made of
brass to radiate heat away quicker. The radiator is also assisted by a heat exchanger located
under the seat in the upper part of the tunnel. The heat exchanger carries coolant from the
engine down a two foot passage and then back to the radiator. The actual water passages are a
fourth inch deep. Total coolant capacity of engine jacket, heat exchanger and radiator is one
gallon. Air is ducted in through the hood and around the radiator and then exited through a duct
right behind the windshield. The duct behind the windshield takes advantage of the vacuum that
is created there and literally pulls hot air out of the engine compartment. Slide rail suspension:
Using a totally new concept in snowmobile suspension, the new Kawasaki design uses rising
rate springing achieved through a series of rods and bell cranks that are similar in design to
Formula I cars first used in the MacLaren Fords. All other snowmobile companies use a slide
suspension with initially declining rate spring. The Kawasaki suspension through the bell crank,
also allows a one for one movement ratio of shock to suspension. If the suspension rises an
inch, the shock rises an inch. The advantage of this system is simply a ride that is always
cushioned and does not bottom out. The suspension also has an aluminum rail with the powers
of HSLA steel, two helper wheels for marginal snow conditions and fully adjustable torque
arms. Construction materials: The Invader is an extremely well constructed yet light for liquid
cooled sled. The chassis is made of aluminum and HSLA steel which is a high strength, low
alloy steel, presently used in automobiles to pare off weight while retaining tensile strength. The
Invader was the lightest of four liquid cooled sleds tested this year. With a dry weight of Other
worthwhile features of the Invader include the die cast aluminum clutch with its torque sensing
cam of the driven located on the inside to allow a low placement of clutch and drive shaft. The
lightweight and easy steering Invader is the result of the use of an Ackerman angle which
allows each ski to turn on its own radius. In turns, the inside ski would follow one radius and
the outside side a longer radius. This method, according to Kawasaki, should provide easier
steering since each ski can track at whatever radius it wants. Its light weight, according to
Kawasaki engineers, is responsible for performance gain since a lot of power is lost in simply
picking up a heavy track and setting it down. The track selected, made of Keviar Fiber B, is 30
per cent freer rolling than any other track that Kawasaki tested. The track has rubber cleats and
steel reinforcing rods. The mechanical disc brake is mounted on the jackshaft. Ignition is CDI.
The center mounted fuel tank capacity is 8. There are storage compartments both under the
hood and at the back of the seat. The fuel pump has an automatic shut-off. The machine can be
turned at virtually any angle and fuel will not run out. Kawasaki is also offering a full one year
warranty on every part of the sled, including spark plugs. Outside of speed and acceleration,
how well does the Invader perform as a trail riding snowmobile? It is a quality machine and it is
sophisticated. Being sophisticated, the Invader will do and perform exactly like you want it to, if
you set the suspension up correctly for the type of riding that you intend to do. The front torque
arms of the suspension are so adjustable that their positions will have a tremendous effect on
ride, steering and performance. For example, Kawasaki had two Invaders at our test site near
Cable, Wis. One Invader was set up for trail riding with a great deal of the weight on the skis for
precise turns. The other had the weight off the skis, a set-up for drag racing across the lake. We
would suggest a medium setting of the suspension for most uses while trail riding. For
example, the Invader set up for the trail with weight on the skis handled easily and smoothly,
taking hairpin turns with precision while on a tricky trail. With the weight as far off the skis as
possible, the Invader tracks beautifully with no fishtailing on the lake. It is a little difficult to
steer on those same tricky trails, however. Thus, we suggest the middle ground for suspension
set-up. This is not criticism of the sled. It will perform like you want it to. Adjustments that you
make will have a dramatic effect on the ride and performance of the sled. There is little doubt
about it. The Invader is best at speed. The sled handles any roughness of trail or lake with ease.
It simply glides right over moguls and rough spots reducing them to minor blimps that you
hardly notice. Set up correctly, the sled steers very light and is easy to handle on the trail. The
urethane foamed-in- place seat also contributes to a decent, soft ride. The Invader is one of the
most attractively styled snowmobiles that has ever been introduced. Two concessions,
however, have been made in the name of styling that may detract functionally from the sled.
One is the form of the seat. While the seat is a long 40 inches, the 12 inches at the end of the
seat is in the form of a raised area which is fine for the passenger. But, the driver will hit the

hump of this rise at 28 inches. Tall riders will appreciate more length before the rise. The other
styling concession is the headlight. The dark blue hood of the Invader is extremely stylish and
attractive and blends well with the curved smoked windshield. The lines of the hood are sleek
and unbroken by a headlight. The headlight is there, all right, but you need to lean over the
windshield or walk around the side of the sled and push a little lever and the headlight will pop
up. You lift the headlight up a little further and two pins engage the mounting to hold it in place
so there is no danger of the light flipping down and lighting the engine instead of the trail. SMF
2. A Mikuni-engineered automatic fuel shut off kept gas out of the crankcase if the sled was
parked facing downhill, so no manual shut-off was needed unlike on other machines.
Consequently it required a different windshield. The classy looking glacier green and silver
color scheme with gold pin striping looked really sharp and further differentiated the LTD from
the rest of the line. But electric start was optional and other luxury touches available on
competitive models â€” like mirrors and heated hand grips â€” were not included. On the other
hand, the twin pipes, dual ignition, hood bulge and complete instrumentation added up to a
claimed 15 pounds more than a standard Invader that had the same basic engine, though the
single-piped version was officially rated at 10 fewer horsepower. In the fields across North
America, Kawasaki fans loved its performance, but many riders of competitive sleds considered
it easy-pickings in impromptu drag races. Was the LTD a performance sled, a luxury sled, or
both? With a very stiff price for the day, the technologically advanced LTD was intended to be a
brand flagship, not a high-volume seller. For , the company introduced the single-seat
Interceptor as its serous performance sled and discontinued to base Invader model. Kawasaki
corporate had pulled the plug on snowmobiles and was simply clearing out inventory, so the
LTD never really had a chance to evolve into either a full-blown luxury touring sled or an all-out
performance sled or a hybrid of both. Your email address will not be published. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Related Posts. Flashback: The
Northway Interceptor 15 D. Flashback: The Dauphin E. Flashback: The Evinrude Trailblazer.
Flashback: The Suzuki Nomad. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. It is that image that Kawasaki wants to transfer to the snow as the powerful
Japanese conglomerate becomes the first major company to enter the snowmobile market since
John Deere unveiled the JDX-8 in The brand new Kawasaki-built, from track to
windshieldâ€”from ski to taillight, Invader transfers the image of the Z from the freeway to the
trail. Simply put, the Invader has power and performance. Of the 14 sleds tested this year, the
Invader outscored the closest competition by. By way of comparison with the past, the Invader
was over 2 seconds faster than any model sled that we tested a year ago. Thus, our statement
about the Invader and acceleration should stand the test of trail and lake this winter. One other
word of explanation. Do not confuse acceleration with top speed. We did not take top speed
read-outs this year. Results of our acceleration tests would indicate, however, that picking the
fastest sled, in terms of top speed, is going to be a horse race. One hint. In your impromptu
races on the Invader, get your competition to race from a standing start. The Invader is
extremely well engineered and as a consumer sled is filled with quality features. For instance:.
The engine is not plate mounted to the bottom of the frame, but side mounted using rubber
torsion biscuits on the left side while on the right side a plate goes right through the magneto
cover and crankcase to bolt the engine in place. Normally, engines are mounted to the bottom
of the frame and compression biscuits are used. The rubber torsion mounted biscuits mean that
the torsion twisted mounts will continually work to repel any force that moves or vibrates the
engine. In practice, this means that the engine vibration will be reduced at both idle and
operating speeds. Since the rubber torsion mount greatly restricts engine movement, engine
alignment problems are nearly non-existent. This side mount also means that the engine can be
placed right down at the bottom of the pan for an extremely low center of gravity. Gearing is The
single tuned exhaust is a three stage cone, developed in racing that provides for a broader
power band due to its multi-stage design. Due to the tuned exhaust the torque peak of the drive
system is about to rpm below full throttle according to Kawasaki engineers. The exhaust is also
rubber mounted which reduces vibrations felt through the engine compartment from the
exhaust. Oil injection: With the introduction of the Invader, Kawasaki becomes the second
snowmobile company to offer oil injection as a standard feature. Oil injection allows a variable
ratio that feeds the engine oil as it is needed. For example, at idle the gas to oil ratio is to 1 and
at three-fourths throttle, the ratio drops to 25 to 1. Liquid cooling: The Kawasaki method of
cooling that engine with water is similar to that used by John Deere and Arctic in the sense that
both a radiator and heat exchanger are utilized. The radiator is small, weighing only 2. The
radiator features cross flow. Similar to the radiators on autos, cross flow simply means that
water is channeled across the radiator instead of the conventional up and down, for a better
cooling effect. Fins of the radiator are made of a copper alloy and both the tubes and very fine

or thin material core are made of brass to radiate heat away quicker. The radiator is also
assisted by a heat exchanger located under the seat in the upper part of the tunnel. The heat
exchanger carries coolant from the engine down a two foot passage and then back to the
radiator. The actual water passages are a fourth inch deep. Total coolant capacity of engine
jacket, heat exchanger and radiator is one gallon. Air is ducted in through the hood and around
the radiator and then exited through a duct right behind the windshield. The duct behind the
windshield takes advantage of the vacuum that is created there and literally pulls hot air out of
the engine compartment. Slide rail suspension: Using a totally new concept in snowmobile
suspension, the new Kawasaki design uses rising rate springing achieved through a series of
rods and bell cranks that are similar in design to Formula I cars first used in the MacLaren
Fords. All other snowmobile companies use a slide suspension with initially declining rate
spring. The Kawasaki suspension through the bell crank, also allows a one for one movement
ratio of shock to suspension. If the suspension rises an inch, the shock rises an inch. The
advantage of this system is simply a ride that is always cushioned and does not bottom out.
The suspension also has an aluminum rail with the powers of HSLA steel, two helper wheels for
marginal snow conditions and fully adjustable torque arms. Construction materials: The Invader
is an extremely well constructed yet light for liquid cooled sled. The chassis is made of
aluminum and HSLA steel which is a high strength, low alloy steel, presently used in
automobiles to pare off weight while retaining tensile strength. The Invader was the lightest of
four liquid cooled sleds tested this year. With a dry weight of Other worthwhile features of the
Invader include the die cast aluminum clutch with its torque sensing cam of the driven located
on the inside to allow a low placement of clutch and drive shaft. The lightweight and easy
steering Invader is the result of the use of an Ackerman angle which allows each ski to turn on
its own radius. In turns, the inside ski would follow one radius and the outside side a longer
radius. This method, according to Kawasaki, should provide easier steering since each ski can
track at whatever radius it wants. Its light weight, according to Kawasaki engineers, is
responsible for performance gain since a lot of power is lost in simply picking up a heavy track
and setting it down. The track selected, made of Keviar Fiber B, is 30 per cent freer rolling than
any other track that Kawasaki tested. The track has rubber cleats and steel reinforcing rods. The
mechanical disc brake is mounted on the jackshaft. Ignition is CDI. The center mounted fuel
tank capacity is 8. There are storage compartments both under the hood and at the back of the
seat. The fuel pump has an automatic shut-off. The machine can be turned at virtually any angle
and fuel will not run out. Kawasaki is also offering a full one year warranty on every part of the
sled, including spark plugs. Outside of speed and acceleration, how well does the Invader
perform as a trail riding snowmobile? It is a quality machine and it is sophisticated. Being
sophisticated, the Invader will do and perform exactly like you want it to, if you set the
suspension up correctly for the type of riding that you intend to do. The front torque arms of the
suspension are so adjustable that their positions will have a tremendous effect on ride, steering
and performance. For example, Kawasaki had two Invaders at our test site near Cable, Wis. One
Invader was set up for trail riding with a great deal of the weight on the skis for precise turns.
The other had the weight off the skis, a set-up for drag racing across the lake. We would
suggest a medium setting of the suspension for most uses while trail riding. For example, the
Invader set up for the trail with weight on the skis handled easily and smoothly, taking hairpin
turns with precision while on a tricky trail. With the weight as far off the skis as possible, the
Invader tracks beautifully with no fishtailing on the lake. It is a little difficult to steer on those
same tricky trails, however. Thus, we suggest the middle ground for suspension set-up. This is
not criticism of the sled. It will perform like you want it to. Adjustments that you make will have
a dramatic effect on the ride and performance of the sled. There is little doubt about it. The
Invader is best at speed. The sled handles any roughness of trail or lake with ease. It simply
glides right over moguls and rough spots reducing them to minor blimps that you hardly notice.
Set up correctly, the sled steers very light and is easy to handle on the trail. The urethane
foamed-in- place seat also contributes to a decent, soft ride. The Invader is one of the most
attractively styled snowmobiles that has ever been introduced. Two concessions, however,
have been made in the name of styling that may detract functionally from the sled. One is the
form of the seat. While the seat is a long 40 inches, the 12 inches at the end of the seat is in the
form of a raised area which is fine for the passenger. But, the driver will hit the hump of this rise
at 28 inches. Tall riders will appreciate more length before the rise. T
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he other styling concession is the headlight. The dark blue hood of the Invader is extremely

stylish and attractive and blends well with the curved smoked windshield. The lines of the hood
are sleek and unbroken by a headlight. The headlight is there, all right, but you need to lean
over the windshield or walk around the side of the sled and push a little lever and the headlight
will pop up. You lift the headlight up a little further and two pins engage the mounting to hold it
in place so there is no danger of the light flipping down and lighting the engine instead of the
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